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Nothing but a voucher or coupon with a slow, gradual expiration date, we humans invented 

then use it to justify a huge volume of social interaction. Just as ocean, river and small stream 

currents must flow to maintain the bodies of water their movement forms, so must the 

currents of money to keep humans moving. Since the time of its invention, money has been 

studied closely. Adam Smith (of Front Page quote fame, at least today…) Milton Friedman, Thomas 

Sowell, John Maynard Keynes and Karl Marx to name just five, offer boat & ship loads of 

material for folks interested. 

How about a society without money? Could and/or shall we achieve this on Earth? Are there 

other civilisations aboard other planets orbiting other stars where industrial, technical, social 

and artistic developments have progressed, but money isn’t used? Let’s turn to The Committee, 

starting with other planets, then deal with Earthly wo/mankind.  

(Since we have an unmatched assembly of intelligence here, somebody must know; isn’t the 

word “woman” derived from “man womb” or “womb man”? In several major world languages, 

the word for womb survives nearly unchanged from Latin, “matrix”, making women the 

development essence of mankind? Females everywhere nod in agreement; males [adults only 

please] just lean back and sip their beer….)         

Q: Esteemed Committee, how have other civilisations of reasonably intelligent social beings 

reached that stage without a medium of exchange, such as money? 

C: Money is a medium of exchange but the reverse can be different. Barter, the human 

term in English for exchange without a medium, is the method. 

Q: How does the owner seller (OS) get a buyer consumer (BC) and what does OS receive 

from BC? 

C: The human academic Karl Marx wrote about this, but the application was both late and 

badly misaligned with human nature. The concept of needs & wants matched to ability to 

produce requires the matching function. A decision is required; who shall make it? Human 

society and freedom of will are incongruous with a forced third-party decider.  

The great attraction and challenges of incarnation are the ability both to impose and to resist 

imposition. 

Q: “…application was both late and badly misaligned…” Late in terms of? 

C: The decision to allow free human development occurred when humans were upgraded 

to current genetic condition, approximately three centuries after the creators withdrew. 

Human schemes, systems or social structures became voluntary at that point. The misalignment 

appears with the demise of all civilisations, which collapse and always shall.  

Q: Such as the USA collapsing now? 

C: Yes.  

Q: So how do other civilisations aboard other planets progress without a medium of 

exchange, such as money? 

 



C: The better question would be why the medium of exchange wasn’t invented, or not 

adopted if created? 

Q: Question repeated! 

C: More centralised control is one factor. As other civilisations developed, the ability to 

travel the stars naturally brought along learning experiences which allowed some to progress & 

flourish, but others to collapse.  

Civilisations which have not implemented an exchange medium have, in nearly all cases, 

considered but rejected it. Observation and study of the experiences elsewhere are a large part 

of the reason for the rejection.  

Q: How are goods & services exchanged? 

C: Many methods exist, which turn on two essential parts; good faith & honesty are the 

foundation. The second part is good communication of expectations. 

Q: Please describe each one. 

C: The OS does not include BC unwillingness to comply in transactional risk; if the BC can 

fulfill, the BC shall. Theft, deception and fraud rarely occur, because it is not taught. It does not 

occur to members of such societies to receive without giving, as was agreed. 

The second part refers to the ability of all OS and BC to quickly locate one another. Technology 

plays a large role, humans are beginning to develop this with communication platforms, 

however such exchanges do so for money, which helps but then hinders the process. 

Q: Often y’all have described violence as being taught & learned behavior. I see this a lot, 

where many Earth creatures have great ability to cause harm but almost exclusively use it to 

hunt or defend. Humans on the other hand…. is the theft of money also a learned behavior? 

C: Of course, it occurs because humans teach one another. 

Q: Where there is no money to steal, none is. 

C: Yes, but that is the human view; it is mistaken. Relief from the risk or threat of portable 

wealth theft can only be perceived where theft occurs. 

Q: Why then did and do some humans steal? 

C: Because you can, therefore your life plans include it, in many cases. 

Q: But it is so wrong. 

C: As are murder and sexual assault. Such acts are also not as purely random or haphazard 

as they seem to be. The lessons and experiences extracted are worth the crime.   

Q: Okay, since few if any of us are going to live and operate in the economic environment of 

another civilisation, for example The Pleiades Cluster, are human societies on Earth going to 

turn away from money? 

C: Yes, this development is assured; the variable is timing. How soon or later, according to 

human calendars, shall occur the events which cause a departure from use of media of 

exchange, are human will. Rest assured however, the events will transpire within time frames  

 



and ranges humans have already planned.  

Q: What will be an example of the triggers? 

C: Loss of wealth to the degree and extent enough humans begin to question, investigate 

then discover the money shenanigans used to manipulate. 

Q: There are people like that now, which I understand since I’m one of ‘em. How many 

humans will be required to amount to enough? 

C: Percentages, approximately one in five economically active people, people who act as 

OS and BC players. If twenty tell eighty a child eating beast lurks in the woods… the one 

hundred will act. 

Q: How do we evolve into such system, if humans even should? 

C: All humans currently indoctrinated into the money culture must pass on, they must end 

this life. Such humans, who are virtually all humans aware of money, will never lose inculcated 

perceptions of money ingrained into your thinking. The new generations must be voluntarily 

offered a choice. All family, especially parents would resist this vigorously, would denounce it 

with vehemence in the absence of knowledge of the financial games humans play to 

manipulate humans.   

Once the alternatives gain notice, a collapse of existing economic systems will turn the corner. 

Q: The idea anyone could not save money for future consumption would be a HUGE 

obstacle to overcome. History has shown collapses cause intense saving & hoarding. 

C: When the use of saved money is well understood by at least four fifths of the human 

population, changes will gain purchase. 

Q: Nice pun, I saw what y’all did there. 

C:  

Q: How will humans value things? How will OS and BC decide on what to give & get? 

C: Your alien extraterrestrial cousins will be long accepted again on Earth, thus suggestions 

from them will be offered. Unlike now, where planetwide stampedes would result from their 

appearance, the ideas and concepts Alien ETs offer, will be taken into account. 

Q: How are humans going to save, the way we do now? 

C: With things humans know others will want at a future point, objects which can be seen. 

Remember, honesty and good faith will be making a dramatic return to human societies; the 

current tendency adopted by and shared by half the human populations, is to keep anything of 

value one finds, this behaviour will disappear. The default reaction will return to locating a 

rightful owner.  

Combined with this will be a dramatic drop in ornamentation and luxury. Artistic expression in 

personal objects will fade away but artistic expression shall grow.  

Q: Are humans going to develop online trading platforms that don’t cost money, that don’t 

 



 deduct or require commissions? 

C: Yes, and these will be supported by user donations. We know this is a struggle to 

envision, but the natural expectation all humans possess, that somebody will accept money 

later thus require it to act, will fade because money is not used anymore.  

We suggest the adult wolf, who shall never accept human presence or proximity, compared to 

the pup raised among humans. Humans are money wolves.  

Q: If an OS doesn’t receive money, which is accepted now because the OS believes 

somebody else will later accept it, how will values of things be established? 

C: Through wants, needs and expectations communicated. Currently money is an 

information indicator, showing OS and BC market participants what is available and what 

demand for a product or service exists. You do not care what the market price for fuel is, more 

than you care for what price YOU must pay. If you believe you are paying substantially less than 

others, you are happy with this illusion but unhappy in the reverse, this also an illusion. 

The use of money as a supply & demand barometer will fade away when the products and 

services offered and received can be known by all humans. Voluntarily. 

Q: Will a human be able to keep secret what s/he gets for “selling” a house? 

C: Of course, but doing so will cause observers to believe the concealment is negative. 

What shall change among humans fundamentally is the notion of personal worth reflected 

through and by financial terms.  

Imagine a workplace today where all employees can see, to the last penny, how much 

remuneration is received by all others in the organization. This is possible in a public 

organization or entity, in some places, but is a practice largely shunned.  

Being paid more is automatically seen to be more valuable. The human definitions of value will 

undergo a radical shift when the manipulated people realise their complicity.  

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. One last question: If a human cannot save, spend or 

pay money, what happens to all the people whose job is to count it? 

C: New jobs. Just as occurred with all the typewriter repairmen. Be well, one and all. Do 

return soon.      

  

 


